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Here you can find the menu of Cafe Istanbul in Plano. At the moment, there are 16 menus and drinks on the
menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Susana Tillman likes about Cafe Istanbul:

I enjoyed the food and the service was very good. The area is very nice and there are many parking spaces
nearby. I would recommend you take your time and enjoy some of the appetizers and maybe a bottle of wine. I

will share some photos of the items I tried for you to go through. read more. What Koloman Jančová doesn't like
about Cafe Istanbul:

I ate there. The food was good and fresh. Some I ordered Kunaga and tea and also they tasted good. The 3
stars were due to customer service and the service was not so good. The waiter quickly took the food from you

as if he wanted you to get out as soon as possible. I hope they learn more about customer service. The customer
is always first. After this visit, I did not go back, although I liked the food because of th... read more. Whether it's

a fine flatbread with a pleasant garlic-infused dip or crispy falafel, enjoying the cuisines from the Middle East can
make you feel almost like you're on vacation - rounded off with a crispy, sweet baklava, you can return home
blissfully happy to your everyday life, In addition, you'll find sweet delicacies, cake, simple snacks and chilled

refreshments and hot beverages here. Additionally, there are also light Mediterranean meals available, In
addition to that, the visitors of the establishment can also enjoy typical meals from Turkey - starting from

Lahmacun, over different kinds of Kebabs, to sticky-sweet desserts.
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Appet�er�
KEBAB

Orienta� dishe�
FALAFEL

Egg� & Pancake�
OMELETTE

Spirit�
MARTINI

Ho� drink�
TEA

Bottle� of Win� & Water
BOTTLE OF WINE

Coffe�
COFFEE

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

VEGETARIAN

Ingredient� Use�
ONION

TRAVEL

BEEF

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

BREAD

APPETIZER

LAMB

SOUP
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